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Introduction 

Banks have become a fundamental pillar of modern times. Banks act not only as keepers of our                 
wealth and lenders for various occasions, they have also become facilitators for any and every               
monetary transaction that we make. They have become embedded so deep into the financial system               
of modern times that some of them had been classified as “too big to fail” during the 2008 financial                   
crisis and had to be rescued by the US government to prevent irreparable damage to the financial                 
system in the USA and the world. Thus, banks have become such a vital part of society that it is                    
impossible to imagine modern life without them. But they remain an enigma for new and               
inexperienced investors who are confident on the industry but are clueless as to how to go about                 
assessing them for a potential investment in stock market. Hence, this piece is aimed at addressing                
this point as to how new investors should go about looking at banks as a potential stock market                  
investment.  

 

Brief History of Banking in India 

 

Bank of Calcutta or Bank of Bengal which later became State Bank of India 

 

In India, modern banking was introduced by the British in 1806 with the formation of the Bank of                  
Calcutta. British merchants went to create many other banking institutions in India like Allahabad              
Bank in 1865. By the end of the 19th century, all the banks in India were controlled by British                   
interests. From 1906 onwards, as part of the Swadeshi movement, many local businessmen and              
political figures came forward and formed private banks like Bank of India, Bank of Baroda, Canara                
Bank, etc. The State Bank of India formed in 1955 and was the only nationalised bank till 1969 when                   
the government intervened and nationalised the 14 largest banks in the country. Six more banks               
were nationalised in 1980. At that time, the Government of India controlled 20 nationalised banks               
which accounted for 91% of all banking business in India.  
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Newspaper report on the nationalisation of banks in 1969 

The above situation persisted till the 1990s when the government embarked on a policy of               
liberalisation and started to grant licenses to private banks. Many of the private bank majors of                
today like ICICI, HDFC and Axis Bank were formed at that point of time. These private banks                 
differentiated themselves quickly from the nationalised banks based on their innovative service            
offerings and strict adherence to risk management.  

The Stock Market Narrative  

As mentioned above, banking in India saw a welcome change when the private banks entered the                
market. The benefits were not limited to the customers alone. The biggest beneficiary of this change                
were the investors who took a long term bet on some of these private banks. The figure below gives                   
a glimpse to what has happened after private banks have entered the stock market.  

 

Market Cap and Total Assets of Top 5 Banks as on 11th April 2019 
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The data above shows that four out of the five top banks (as per market capitalization) in the country                   
are private banks.  

To see how the private banks have emerged and dominated the Indian banking industry in last two                 
decades, please see a pulsating visualization our team has created. Click here to watch the               
visualization on YouTube. 

 

 

Further, stock market did not give undue weightage to the size of the book. Quality of the loan book                   
(and its consistent growth), diversity of customer base, better service offering, optimization of costs              
and above all sound risk management tools are some of the aspects which matter more for long                 
term investors. This is why an efficiently run private bank, HDFC, has overtaken SBI as the biggest                 
bank in terms of market capitalisation despite owning less than a third of the assets that SBI owns.                  
Moreover, governance issues and lack of responsibilities in PSU banks have been an issue since long.  

Market veteran, Akash Prakash of Amansa Capital regularly writes an editorial column in Business              
Standard. In his latest article (dated 8th April, 2019) titled “The best trade of the last decade” he                  
writes: 

“The simplest and the most profitable trade over the last decade would have been to avoid or go                  
short on any company connected to the government in any form or fashion.” 

He further puts in a staggering data point: 

“Over the last 10 years, the BSE 500 has delivered a return of 310 percent. Compared to this, the BSE                    
PSU index has delivered a return of 36 percent. The Nifty PSU banks index has delivered a return of 98                    
percent.” 

This is how Indian stock market has perceived the PSU companies including the PSU banks against                
the others. While some contrarian investors have their liking for PSU banks and are bullish on them                 
for a long time now, overall, betting on PSU banks did not turn out to be a profitable trade in the last                      
decade. Will anything change in future? Hard to predict but it looks improbable that PSU banks                
would outdo the private banks. 
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Current Industry Highlights 

India’s banking industry is valued at Rs. 81 trillion or $1.31 trillion as of Q3FY19. The industry consists                  
of 27 PSU banks, 21 private banks, 49 foreign banks, 56 regional rural banks, 1562 urban cooperative                 
banks and 94,384 rural cooperative banks currently. The total lending has increased at a CAGR of                
10.94% in the last decade while total deposits have grown with a CAGR of 11.66%. 

 

Source: IBEF India 

Return on Assets for both public sector and private banks rose since FY12 which has prompted many                 
foreign players to enter the Indian markets. The Credit-Deposit (CD) ratio for private sector banks               
has also shot up to 88% in FY18 from 82% in FY12 while for all other sectors, the ratio has come                     
down. This indicates that private banks have been expanding their loan books much faster than their                
deposit expansion.  

 

Source: IBEF India 

This is what Uday Kotak (Executive Vice-Chairman and Managing Director, Kotak Mahindra Bank)             
said in a press conference in March 2019: 
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“If you look at the numbers, for example, on a delta basis, nearly the entire growth in loans is                   
happening in private sector banking, whose share is growing pretty significantly. I am happy to make                
a statement that in the next five years, the 70:30 ratio will move towards 50:50. This major mega                  
trend in the redefinition of the industry structure is something which is playing out as we talk.” 

While the current industry trends suggest that private banks show immense potential to grow              
further from here, in the next section we speak about a very important factor in the banking                 
Industry.  

And that factor is -  

Trust and Stability 

Trust and stability have been the hallmarks of banking industry worldwide. The main reason for the                
rise of private banks in the past 3 decades has been based mainly on these two factors. The                  
nationalised banks had established themselves in the public memory based on these factors as well               
in the past. But public sector banks have been racked with various scandals relating to passing loans                 
to politically connected and affluent loan seekers without proper risk management sanctions for the              
last 2 decades. Adding on to this are populist initiatives like mandatory sanctioning of farmer loans                
and waiving of defaulting farmer loans which result in higher percentage of non-performing loans,              
bringing down the asset quality of the national banks and thus deteriorating the trust that investors                
have in the bank and diminishing the potential interest income that the bank could have gained from                 
lending the bad loan amount to other qualified borrowers. This is also primarily the reason investors                
are more confident in private banks since they stay away from such lending sectors which have                
higher default rates while nationalised bank can’t as they are mandated to do so by the government.  

Occasionally, we have seen lapses in private banks as well in terms of granting loans to entities                 
which were not credit-worthy. But these issues have been more prevalent in PSU banks because of                
which investors trust private banks more over PSU banks and thus providing private banks with               
higher valuations as compared to PSU banks.  

 

Excerpt from Economic Times March 28, 2018 

When a person deposits money in the bank, she/he trusts the bank to take care of it. For every                   
hundred rupees which a bank lends, bank’s equity is only ten or twenty. The rest is all depositors’                  
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money. Hence, it is a banker’s job to exercise prudence and thorough due-diligence before lending it                
to others. Thus, when a business is highly leveraged like banks, the biggest factor which separates a                 
good quality bank with an average one is its management. If the management of a bank is                 
trustworthy and stable, majority of people will tend to keep their deposits in that bank. Majority of                 
people would take loan from them as they are more likely to be more efficient in their operations                  
and give borrowers a better deal. And lastly, investors will hold on to the shares of those efficient                  
banks for a long time as they see them delivering sustainable growth quarter after quarter and year                 
after year. A case in Point is HDFC Bank. 

 
HDFC BANK- The Value of Trust  

Demystifying Banking 

Banks seem simple enough on the surface but there are many important aspects and things to                
consider when assessing and understanding them. Thus it is of utmost importance that banks target               
stability and steady growth without taking too many risks. The regulations in this industry have also                
been changing in the recent years and have come a long way in making the Indian banking industry                  
comparable to its international counterparts. The Reserve Bank of India has mandated that all              
commercial banks implement the Basel III norms for liquidity requirements by 31st March 2019, so               
that Indian banks maintain liquidity and risk profiles on par with international standards and avoid               
the previous instances of bad loans and poor risk management seen in the past. 

The Oxford Dictionary defines the word bank as “A financial establishment that uses money              
deposited by customers for investment, pays it out when required, makes loans at interest, and               
exchanges currency”. Thus it is easy to understand the basic revenue sources for of a bank. The 2                  
income sources for a bank are: 

1. Interest Income from loans made. 
2. Transaction fees from providing various services like mobile banking, credit card services,            

forex services, etc. 

Other than the above, there are many other figures and factors to look out for while assessing any                  
bank. Some of these prime figures are: 
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1. Number of new branches or accounts opened and Deposit numbers: 

This is important in banks as the main sources of funds for banks are time and demand                 
deposits. Thus the greater increase in reach and deposits, the more loans a bank can give out                 
for its core operations. For example, if the number of new branches opened is higher for RBL                 
Bank as compared to Bandhan Bank, then it indicates greater penetration and possibly faster              
rise in deposits for RBL Bank.  

 
2. Advances and loan book: 

This figure tells us the amount of loans that the bank has and we also need to view its                   
growth to see how proactive the bank has been in disbursing new loans. For example, the                
loan book for HDFC grew 15% YoY in Q3FY19 while the loan book for SBI grew 11.9% in the                   
same period. This indicates greater proactivity on the part of HDFC in disbursing loans. 

 
3. Yield on advances and Net interest spread and Net Interest Margin: 

The yield on advances let us know the approximate margin the bank is expecting to earn                
from its loans. Net interest spread refers to the difference in borrowing and lending rates in                
nominal terms. It is almost same as the gross margin of non-financial companies. In terms of                
both spreads and margins, the higher the better. The yield on advances may vary based on                
the type of loans the bank provides so it is only applicable for comparison when the banks in                  
question have similar loan composition. A higher interest spread for bank indicates greater             
trust or brand power for the bank as it means that the bank is able to charge higher yields on                    
loans or pay lower interest to depositors, both of which are indicative of brand power in                
case of banks. For example, domestic NIM for Bank of Baroda stood at 2.69% in Q3FY19                
while Domestic NIM for Kotak Mahindra stood at 4.33% indicating greater internal efficiency             
and earning power on the part of Kotak Mahindra as compared to Bank of Baroda. 

 

 
 

4. Gross and net Non-Performing Asset numbers (NPAs): 
Gross and Net NPAs are vital to assess overall risk and asset quality of the loan assets that                  
the bank possesses. Gross NPA number denoted the % of loan defaults to total loans while                
Net NPA number takes into account bad loan provision into account as well. This is of vital                 
importance as any unwelcome surprises in this number will cause markets to lose trust in               
the bank’s ability to manage risks and maintain asset quality. For example, the RBI found               
that the reported NPA figures for Yes Bank were far lower than what it found on inspecting                 
the company. And the result was devastating for a Yes Bank shareholder in that period which                
you can see below 
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In Q3FY19, the net NPA level for PNB stood at 8.2% while the same figure for Kotak                 
Mahindra stood at 0.71%. This indicates a vast difference in risk management and proper              
loan sanctioning process on the part of Kotak Mahindra as compared to PNB. Thus the               
market recognizes this and rewards Kotak with a market value of nearly 7 times the market                
value of PNB despite only having less than half of the assets that PNB has. 

 

 
 

5. Segmentation of lending areas: 
The segmentation of lending areas tells us which types of companies or entities does the               
bank lend money to. This can tell us a lot about what yield the company can expect on its                   
overall loan book. For example, a bank that mainly loans money to infrastructure projects              
and companies will be expecting lesser yield on its loan book as compared to a bank who                 
primarily deals in corporate loans or housing loans as the underlying activities in the former               
have lower margin yields as compared to the latter.  

 
6. Cost of deposit: 

The cost of deposit denotes the amount of interest that the bank pays to its depositors                
divided by the total amount of deposits with the bank. This ratio tells us how effective                
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interest the bank is paying its depositors for their deposits. The lower this number, the               
greater the interest spread is for equivalent level of yield on advances. Thus it is vital for                 
every bank to keep its cost of deposit as low but this can increase as a consequence of the                   
bank offering higher interest to depositors to entice more new customers. For example, the              
cost of deposit for Kotak Mahindra in Q3FY19 stood at 5.67% as compared to ICICI whose                
cost of deposit was at 4.87% thus highlighting the burden. This is a direct consequence of                
Kotak offering higher interest rate to depositors as compared to ICICI. 

 
7. CASA Ratio: 

CASA stands for current and savings account ratio. This denoted the ratio of current and               
savings deposits to the total deposits in the bank. The higher the CASA ratio, the lower the                 
cost of funds or cost of deposit is expected to be as banks do not need to pay out interest on                     
current accounts and have to pay out only 3-4% on savings accounts. It is generally seen that                 
a higher CASA ratio leads to a higher interest spread or NIM for the bank. For example, the                  
CASA for Bank of Baroda in Q3FY19 stood at 38.64% while the CASA for Kotak stood at 50.7%                  
thus highlighting that that Kotak should consequently have a higher NIM than Bank of              
Baroda which was indeed mentioned earlier.  

 
8. Credit Deposit Ratio: 

Credit Deposit Ratio denotes the ratio of bank’s loan book to their total deposits. The RBI                
mandates that each bank deposit a portion of its total assets in liquid form with the RBI                 
which is called the SLR or statutory liquidity ratio. Each bank also has to deposit a portion of                  
the assets in form of cash with the RBI which is call CRR or cash reserve ratio. Right now the                    
SLR and CRR in India are 19.5% and 4% respectively. Thus the total amount of assets that the                  
bank has to deposit with RBI at all times comes out to 23.5%. If the Credit Deposit Ratio is                   
greater than 76.5% then it would mean that the bank is financing the extra loans above                
76.5% by borrowing from the market which comes at a higher cost than the cost of deposit.                 
Thus it is of vital importance to each bank to maintain a CD ratio below 76.5% or asset                  
liability mismatches may occur. For example, CD ratio for SBI for FY18 stood at 73.79% while                
the same ratio for ICICI bank stood at 93%. Thus the excess loans above 76.5% of deposits                 
are financed using external debt which has various other implications on the returns of the               
company. 

 
9. CAR Ratio: 

The Capital Adequacy Ratio or CAR denotes the ratio of a bank’s capital to its risk. This ratio                  
is used to determine the bank’s capacity to be able to meet time liabilities and other risks                 
like credit risk, operational risk, etc. In simple terms, it denotes a ‘cushion’ for potential               
losses. The RBI has mandated that all banks in India need to enforce Basel III regulations by                 
31st March 2019. The Basel III regulations require banks to maintain a CAR of at least 10.5%.  
 
In India, it is seen that PSU banks maintain CAR of around 11.7% while the total banking                 
system has a CAR of 14.6%. Any increase or decrease in CAR will indicate whether the bank is                  
decreasing or increasing the overall risk profile respectively. For example, HDFC maintained            
CAR of 18.9% in Q3FY19 while SBI had a CAR of 12.77% in the same period. This indicates                  
that HDFC is better positioned to withstand external losses as compared to SBI as they have                
maintained a bigger ‘security cushion’.  
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The Future for the Industry 

 
The future for the banking industry is digital banking. Digital lending has been growing fast in the                 
past few years and has reached $75 billion in FY18. It is expected to experience a meteoric rise in                   
next 4-5 years with an estimated size of $350 billion by FY23.  

 

 
Source: IBEF India 

 
Digital Banking is also helping increase rural penetration in India where only 5% of an estimated                
600,000 villages boast of a commercial bank branch. Digital banking helps overcome the need for               
establishing physical branches and also help source new accounts. Only 40% of adult population in               
India own a bank account which shows there is still enough room to expand and cover the needs to                   
much larger customer base than before.  

 
Government initiatives like Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana have also facilitated the creation of              
more than 115 million bank accounts and brought about financial inclusion to the masses who had                
till now stayed away from traditional banking and had been operating solely on cash till now. This                 
initiative has also brought in more than Rs 9000 Cr in deposits already and is expected to be of                   
invaluable help to the banking industry for years to come. The removal of minimum transaction               
limits for mobile payments and the development of digital money transfer platforms like UPI have               
also furthered the cause for banking in general.  

 
Another government initiative called Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana has been to provide micro loans              
to individual business owners. More than 54 million applications have been made already under this               
scheme in the current financial year with Rs 2,82,594 Cr in disbursement. These loans have been                
sanctioned mainly by public sector banks with SBI leading the pack with a reported Rs 86,293 Cr loan                  
book under this scheme. This has proved invaluable in penetrating the micro loan market for the                
participating banks. But there are rising concerns from the RBI that this scheme may turn out to be                  
the next big source of NPAs for PSU banks who already are reeling under their current NPA burdens.                  
It remains to be seen how public sector banks manage these concerns and change their public image                 
of inefficient risk managers who have time and again endangered their asset quality by bending               
under political pressure and giving in to populist government initiatives.  
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Comparison of Nifty Bank index to Nifty50 in the last 5 years (Source: www.niftyindices.com) 

 

 

The above chart comparing nifty bank index to nifty 50 index clearly shows how both the indices                 
have only come closer in first half of 2016 when then RBI Governor Dr. Raghuram Rajan warned the                  
industry about the rampant NPA issues in the industry. Since then the bank index has continued to                 
outpace the nifty 50 index thus showing the resilience of the industry and the fact that as long as the                    
economy is expanding, the banking industry is going to expand in line with it. Going forward, the                 
working age population, GDP and real disposable income are all expected to rise in the near future                 
and thus the banking industry is also set to expand in step with these developments. The areas in                  
banking that are expected to lead this charge are housing and personal finance as credit induced                
consumption is still low compared to most emerging nations and demand for housing is set to rise as                  
the working age population expands. Thus banking shall remain of vital importance to our economy               
and remain an evergreen area for investment on the theme of Growing India.  

 
Renowned historian, Yuval Noah Harari in his bestselling book, Sapiens: A brief history of humankind,               
makes a couple of relevant points on banks and the credit system. We would like to leave you with                   
them to ponder. 

“Over the last 500 years the idea of progress convinced people to put more and more trust in the                   
future. This trust created credit; credit brought real economic growth; and growth strengthened the              
trust in the future and opened the way for even more credit. It didn’t happen overnight- the economy                  
behaved more like a roller coaster than a balloon. But over the long run, with the bumps evened out,                   
the general direction was unmistakable. Today, there is so much credit in the world that               
governments, business corporations and private individuals easily obtain large, long-term and           
low-interest loans that far exceed current income.” 

“Yet can the economic pie grow indefinitely? Every pie requires raw materials and energy. Prophets               
of doom warn that sooner or later Homo sapiens will exhaust the raw materials and energy of planet                  
Earth. And what will happen then?” 
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If you found this report useful and would like to receive more such investing insights, you can 
subscribe to our newsletter.  

 

You can visit our website (http://smartsyncservices.com) for more information. 

 

About Us 

We are a SEBI registered (INA000007881) Investment Adviser firm. We passionately believe            

that the people of our country must know about the importance of financial literacy and               

financial freedom and we will do everything possible to realize this vision. 

We at Smart Sync Investment Advisory Services (SSIAS) are guided by the words of wisdom               

from the father of Investment Management, Benjamin Graham — 

“An investment operation is one which, upon thorough analysis, promises safety of principal             

and a satisfactory return.” 

We are aware of the prospects of exponential returns in the stock market, but we firmly                

believe that Return of Capital is more important than Return on Capital. Thus, while we look                

for avenues providing adequate return, we don’t compromise on the protection of our             

clients’ capital. 

We intend to make all the relevant materials available on our website, free of cost. We                

would also write on matters involving finance and stock market investing. Any student of              

investment could derive a good value out of those blog posts. 

 

Disclaimer 

This report is for educational and discussion purposes only and is not recommendation to              

buy or sell stocks. 

We may or may not have a position in the stocks discussed here. We may also change our                  

stance on a particular stock at different points of time depending upon new development.              

Hence, for any investment decision, please contact a certified investment adviser. 
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